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Appendix A: Iris Dock
A.1 Overview of Iris Dock capabilities
The Iris robot is a fully capable self-contained robot. It is able to sense and react to its environment while
communicating and moving, allowing all kinds of exploration as the perfect introduction to robotics. However, when
you are ready to expand beyond the included sensors and motors you can use the Iris dock for further investigation.
If you purchased the Iris Robot Platform with Dock package directly from Higher Order Innovation then it will arrive
pre-assembled.

Connecting Iris to the dock enables you to use:
1. Larger batteries with the Tamiya style connector to be used to drive motors. The Iris on its own is limited to
powering the motors from a pair of AA batteries.
2. Up to 6 PWM enabled 3-wire motors and/or servos, powered from the larger battery.
3. Up to 255 digital motors via the Smart Motor Ports, powered from the large battery.
4. Up to 6 sensor ports that can be used as digital inputs, digital outputs, or analog inputs.
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A.2 Installation of Iris Dock
1. Disassemble the Iris robot. If you have not used your Iris robot yet it will be ready to go. If you have already
put together the Iris robot, you will need to remove the hex standoff leg from the front of the robot. You may
leave the wheels on the smaller Iris robot, however, you may want to remove the wheels for a better fit of the
docking system on a larger frame.

2. Line up the pins on the Iris robot with the socket connection on the dock. The connection between the Iris
robot and the dock is done through a line of pins just in front of the battery holders on the Iris robot. These
pins carry power and signals between the dock and Iris, enabling the Iris robot to control the included motor
and sensor ports on the dock. This also allows the larger battery attached to the dock to power Iris, allowing
for the AA batteries to be removed. The dock has a matching line of sockets to receive the pins from Iris.
Pushing Iris into the dock is enough electrically for the dock to operate.
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3. Use the included screw to keep Iris robot attached to the dock. The dock can be bolted into place through
the same hole that held the leg on the Iris robot. This helps ensure that during movement of the docking
system, such as during competitions, the connections stay connected. The standoff used to connect the Dock
to Iris is a 0.5” long threaded standoff.

A.3 Operating the Iris dock
The Iris dock adds functionality to the palm-sized robot by allowing it to be the interface for additional motor, sensor,
power, and size capabilities. The Iris Robot Platform Arduino library provided by Higher Order Innovation contains
Arduino functions and examples that will enable you to use auxiliary inputs and outputs.
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